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ITER WORKSHOPS DEMONSTRATE DETAILS OF CANADA'S BID
by Dr. P. Barnard, Chairman and CEO, Iter Canada

On 5 and 6 November a series of five Workshops were held in Canada that provided thirty international ITER
participants with significant background on various aspects of the Canadian offer. The public - private sector
partnership basis for the Canadian offer is unique, and the Workshops provided an opportunity for participants
from the EU, Japan and the Russia Federation to broaden their understanding of the offer and to share and
discuss issues that may be relevant in the preparation of other site offers. Workshop co-ordinators came from
12 corporations, three levels of government, one university and one technical college. Contributions were
made by more than thirty Canadians involved in managing the various aspects of the Canadian offer.

Workshop #1 addressed public-private sector financing and risk management

Worldwide trends in building major infrastructure projects were reviewed, showing a shift away from strict
reliance on government financial resources and towards public-private partnerships, particularly in the higher-
tech sectors such as telecommunications and energy. These partnerships are increasing in popularity in all
parts of the world. Iter Canada's corporate members' experience has shown that they strengthen a project,
with governments ensuring long-term support and stability, and the private sector providing security of
performance resulting in more effective implementation.

The Workshop reviewed the ITER International Organization requirements from a financial perspective,
described the application of the public-private partnership concept to ITER, outlined the Strategic Risk
Analysis Process and its implications for the project, and gave a detailed review of the financial plan for
Canada hosting ITER. This plan attributed the value of direct Canadian contributions at about CA $3 billion,
such as the current Clarington site, the buildings and infrastructure and the operating phase support, and
presented a cost comparison suggesting that selection of the Canadian site would yield savings in total project
costs compared to other possible sites

Workshop #2 reviewed the environmental assessment and licensing process already underway for
the ITER Project in Canada

The Environmental Assessment and Licensing process have been initiated with the Canadian Nuclear Safety
Commission. This process initiated in Canada will ensure that a licence is available for the implementation of
the ITER Project in Canada at the time of the establishment of the ITER Legal Entity.

The Environmental Assessment process is comprised of technical studies and stakeholder consultation. The
technical studies look at the environmental effects of the project for a specific geographic area and for specific
periods of time. The effects are reviewed under normal operations and during malfunctions and accidents,
and the studies consider feasible mitigation measures and cumulative environmental effects. Both the natural
and the socio-economic environment are considered.

The stakeholder consultation, or Public Involvement Programme, is designed to inform, consult with and
address the concerns of the public. The programme defines the various publics to be consulted about the
project, and identifies specific programme elements to ensure issues of concern are identified and considered
in the assessment. The programme also helps establish the future direction for Iter Canada's ongoing
communications programmes. Results to date demonstrate strong support for hosting ITER in Canada and
show that the level of support increases with greater public understanding.

Workshop #3 outlined the Canadian experience with program management of major international
projects

Past and current experience was reviewed on overall project management; integration and co-ordination;
project requirements and system design, cost and scheduling baselines and performance measurement; risk
management and systems integration. Private sector members from Canada discussed their experience with
several world-scale projects including the International Space Station, the Diavik Diamond Mine, Hibernia,
James Bay, nuclear power plants, and Lester B. Pearson International Airport.



Conclusions from the Workshop focused on the importance of on-budget and on-time project execution, the
factors underlying success in delivering a project of the magnitude and complexity of ITER, the essential role
of integrated project control systems and the value of experienced human input and decision-making. The
Canadian private sector corporations demonstrated their expertise and track record in these areas.

Workshop #4 detailed Iter Canada's Site Specific Design Team's adaptations of the generic ITER
design to suit the specific characteristics of the proposed Canadian site

The participants made the short journey to the Clarington area, just east of Toronto, where Canada's proposed
site for ITER is located. At the invitation of the Mayor of Clarington, John Mutton, the Workshop was held in
the Council Chambers of the Municipality of Clarington. The Canadian industry team reviewed their site
adaptation activities and results in site development, building modifications, geo-technical review, cooling
systems and electrical interface.
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Participants in front of the sign at the Iter Canada site at Clarington

The detailed layout of the ITER facility on the Clarington site was reviewed, demonstrating opportunities for
improved operational flexibility. The site modifications to road, rail, bridge, utility services, and concrete and
steel-framed buildings were outlined. Options for cooling systems and the details of the electrical interface
and plans to meet power load requirements were also discussed.

The site's size, seismic characteristics, and proximity and access to outstanding transportation and electrical
power systems showed that Clarington meets or exceeds each of the ITER site requirements and site design
assumptions. There are also several opportunities for further optimization of the ITER design to take
advantage of the superior site characteristics.

The Workshop concluded with tour of the site at Clarington, giving participants a first-hand opportunity to view
the actual site and surrounding services.

Workshop #5 addressed the socio-economic aspects of Canada's offer and was designed to
demonstrate all aspects of the living environment available for ITER scientists and their families

The Mayor of Clarington, John Mutton, hosted a wide-ranging tour of the region. Participants were given a
"passport" which contained a comprehensive selection of specific information about aspects of life in the
Clarington area. The tour featured visits to a number of community facilities, including a local hospital, a
primary school for young children, a local church and the headquarters of General Motors Canada.
Community leaders at each facility reviewed the range of facilities and services available in Clarington in their
area of expertise.



Throughout the tour, experts spoke about other aspects of life in the community, including the various real
estate options, transportation alternatives, community safety and emergency services, and cultural and
recreational facilities and opportunities. The tour ended with a visit to the home of Gary Polonsky, President
of the Ontario Institute of Technology (Canada's newest university) and chair of the ITER Community Council,
a group of local leaders that fosters communications about the ITER project. Participants, throughout the day,
had an opportunity to experience the wide range of socio-economic choices that would make Clarington a
welcoming community environment for ITER scientists and their families.

Throughout the two days of Workshops, ITER participants received a wide range of new and detailed
information about Canada's offer and the unique contribution possible through the public-private partnership
approach.

Items to be considered for inclusion in the ITER Newsletter should be submitted to B. Kuvshinnikov, ITER Office, IAEA,
Wagramer Strasse 5, P.O. Box 100, A-1400 Vienna, Austria, or Facsimile: +43 1 2633832, or e-mail: c.basaldella@iaea.org

(phone +43 1 260026392).
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